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Indonesian universities are now facing a mandatory requirement for publication of a paper in English in an international journal before PhD graduation, adding to the already strong pressure experienced by academic supervisors/advisors to achieve international publications and citations themselves. Instruction in English academic writing is often extremely limited, and there is a need to test new educational initiatives for strengthening the skills of both mentors and authors for writing for publication in English. Building on an existing network based on previous scientific collaborations, we trialled a 5-day workshop format for developing skills of Indonesian biology academics for both writing papers and mentoring their students’ paper writing. The workshop design reflected learning gained from analysis of similar events in Chinese contexts by the first two authors across the period 2001-2014, which featured integration of perspectives from science, applied linguistics and education. Questions addressed in the research presented here are these: 1) To what extent did the confidence of workshop participants to write research articles in English and to mentor their students’ article writing change between pre- and immediately post-workshop data collection? 2) What further changes in confidence were reported 12 months post-workshop? 3) What were the subsequent trajectories of the papers that participants worked on at the workshop? 4) What were participants’ perceptions of the usefulness of the workshop immediately post attendance and 12 months later, and how did their suggestions for improvements differ between the two time points? Implications are discussed for moves to embed this kind of educational initiative in the research training and professional development activities of IPB, both in the Faculty where it was trialled and in other areas.
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